Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. have you scene the other peace of cake

2. we've new puppys at are house

3. Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the base word on the line.
   disrespectfully __________ misstep _________ bragged _________

4. Create a sentence using the prefix *mis*.

5. Create a sentence with two past tense verbs and an adverb.

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. the family’s moved to fort knox last june

2. we watcht toy story on saturday morning said jada

3. Create a sentence using the suffix *est* to compare your choice of topics.

4. Add an apostrophe in the correct places.

   they’re the birds beaks the girls leg aren’t

5. Create a sentence using the suffix *ly* and the verb *walk*.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. leaf me a lone cried the little boy

2. Use context clues to figure out the underlined word. Write a synonym for the word.
   The beautiful Grand Canyon is a magnificent sight.
   synonym ____________________________

3. Add a compound subject to finish the sentence.

4. Create a sentence using the name of a teacher.

5. Add the homophones of the words below.
   there __________________ through ______________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. would you like doritos or pepsi for a snack

2. Use context clues to figure out the underlined word. Write a synonym for the word.
   Be very careful or you might break the delicate dishes.
   synonym ____________________________

3. Create a sentence using the word prevent and quotation marks.

4. Write the names of your 2 favorite restaurants.

5. Write antonyms for the words below.
   sadness ___________ expensive ___________ untie ___________
Find the word **disrupt** in the dictionary and complete the steps below.

**Definition:**

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Part of speech for your definition: __________________________________________

**Synonyms:** ____________________________________________________________

**Syllabication:** __________________________________________________________

Create a sentence using the word:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Write a paragraph describing what a frog might need in its habitat to survive.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________